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Analysis of integrated single-electron memory operation
Alexander N. Korotkov
Department of Electrical Engineering, University of California, Riverside, California 92521

~Received 7 June 2002; accepted 24 September 2002!

Various aspects of single-electron memory are discussed. In particular, we analyze single-electron
charging by Fowler–Nordheim tunneling, propose the idea of background charge compensation, and
discuss a defect-tolerant architecture based on nanofuses. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is common wisdom now that because of the size
duction of the components of integrated digital devices,
effects of charge discreteness will eventually become imp
tant. And there is a strong belief that the correlated tunne
of single electrons1,2 in such ultradense devices can provi
the physical basis for their operation principle~see, e.g.,
Refs. 3 and 4!.

There are two main areas of focus for prospective dig
single electronics: logic and memory devices. Theoret
analysis shows3,4 that the single-electron memory is muc
easier to implement than the logic. The basic reason is th
logic device is necessarily a complex system consisting
many gates interacting in a specific way, while memory ce
are independent, each of them being a simple circuit.
operation of the logic requires some kind of voltage amp
fication ~which can be also done parametrically!5 to pass
information from gate to gate. In contrast, in the memory
storage of information can be done in a passive way, and
the readout only some sensing of the storage contents is
ficient ~the amplification can be done at the next stage, co
mon for many memory cells!.

As an example, the single-electron transistor~SET! can
amplify voltage only at temperatures6 T,0.052e2/CS where
CS is the total capacitance of the SET central island while
a sensing mode it can be used at temperatures up
;0.25e2/CS ~the modulation amplitude of the SET is st
more than 10% at this temperature!. The possibility to use
significantly higher temperatures is very important for sin
electronics. In addition, the problem of random backgrou
charge can be solved for memory~while for the logic no
reasonable solutions have been proposed so far! that is also
very important for integrated circuits. The basic idea of t
background-charge-insensitive operation proposed in Re
is to use oscillating output of the SET as a response to
ramp-up input signal so that the phase of oscillations~which
can be unpredictably shifted by the background charge! is
not important. The input signal is generated during destr
tive readout of logical ‘‘1,’’ which erases the few-electro
charge stored at the floating gate close to the SET, w
there is no signal if there was no stored charge~logical ‘‘0’’ !.
The low-temperature prototype of the background-char
insensitive single-electron memory has been demonstr
experimentally.8
7290021-8979/2002/92(12)/7291/5/$19.00
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There have also been a considerable number of exp
ments~including room-temperature experiments! on single-
electron memory using different ideas~see, e.g., Refs. 9–24!.
While most of them would have principal difficulties at th
realistic level of integration, the experimental success s
ports an optimistic prospect of technologically practic
single-electron memory.

In this article we discuss various single-electron effe
in the memory devices. We consider the dynamic rand
access memory~DRAM!-like and nonvolatile single-electron
memories based on the charge storage at the floating g
~The static random access memory-like single-elect
memory6 suffers from the same difficulties as the singl
electron logic.! In particular, we discuss the interplay be
tween Coulomb blockade and Fowler–Nordheim tunneli
propose the idea of background charge compensation,
propose a defect-tolerant architecture for single-elect
memory based on nanofuses and nanoshorts.

II. SINGLE ELECTRONS AND REDUNDANCY

Let us assume that the digital information is stored in
form of an electric charge. Then there are at least three
pects for which single electrons can be important. First,
digital bit can be represented by few or even only one el
tron. Second, the Coulomb blockade can be used as a me
nism providing bistability of the memory cell. Third, th
readout can be done using a single-electron principle,
example, the stored charge can be sensed by the SET. L
consider these aspects in more detail.

The bit representation by a single electron provides
lowest energy dissipation for write/erase operations and
in principle be performed even when the ‘‘floating gate’’ h
the size as small as one atom. Also, single electron storag
the physical limit of electronics, and in this respect it is tec
nologically and psychologically important. Notice, howeve
that in this case the bit information can be instantaneou
destroyed by only one leakage event. As a consequence
probability of error is suppressed only linearly with the d
crease of time before the readout~in contrast to almost ex-
ponential suppression for continuous leakage!. This also
leads to impossibility of the information refreshing usin
simple read-write-back procedure, since there is no bit ‘‘a
ing.’’
1 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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The straightforward way to improve reliability is to us
redundancy; for example, to store the bit simultaneously
three memory cells and use the majority principle at read
However, obviously it is simpler to use redundancy ins
the memory cell, which is to represent bit by three sto
electrons, so that the leakage of one electron is allowed.
decreases the leakage error probability down toP2, whereP
is the error probability for the one-electron cell, and mak
possible the information refreshing~since P2 scales as a
square of retention time!. Further increase of the number o
stored electrons leads to further reduction of the error pr
ability. One can expect that the optimal number of sto
electrons is somewhere between 5 and 30. Notice, howe
that this number should be controlled with single-electr
accuracy: the usual Poisson distributionn6An is unaccept-
ably wide whenn&30.

A different method to improve the reliability of a
memory cell with one electron per bit is to readout simul
neously a block of cells and use the idea of ‘‘check sum
For example, using 2N extra cells as check sums for co
umns and rows of aN3N block of cells, one can easily
restore the loss of one bit and, hence, reduce the error p
ability down to;P2. Additional check sums can restore th
loss of more than one bit, that suppresses further the e
probability.~Actually, the use of columns, rows, or diagona
of a block for check sums is obviously not the best way
introducing redundancy. Using standard coding algorithm25

one can restore up to 11% of errors by doubling the num
of memory cells.! So, for the single-electron representati
of a bit, the reliable information storage can also
achieved, however, the few-electron representation of a
~inside one memory cell! makes it significantly simpler and
seems more natural for random access memory.

III. SINGLE-ELECTRON FOWLER-NORDHEIM
CHARGING

The charge storage requires very low leakage rate
both logical states while write/erase time should be su
ciently fast. In the present-day DRAMs this is achieved
the use of field-effect transistor~FET! as a switch. Unfortu-
nately, the SET cannot replace FET for this purpose beca
of a significant cotunneling rate,1 so other principles are nec
essary. A promising principle is the control of the tunn
barrier by the gate electrode.26 For single-electron memory
similar principle has been used in the experiments or R
11 and 16~which have been discussed using the terminolo
of multiple-tunnel-junction SET!.

Besides the gated operation of charge write/erase pr
dure, one can consider nongated operation similar to
used in the conventional nonvolatile memories.27 The idea is
to use a threshold-like behavior of the charging rate a
function of the voltage between the storage floating gate
the word ~or bit! line. Then the long retention time i
achieved if the voltage due to charging of floating gate
pacitance as well as the half-select write/erase voltage
below the threshold, while fast write/erase operation occ
when the external full-select voltage exceeds the thresho
n
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A natural for single-electron memory idea is to use t
Coulomb blockade for such a threshold. For example, it
be provided by an array of small-capacitance tunnel ju
tions similar to that used in single-electron traps~see, e.g.,
Ref. 10, and references therein!. Unfortunately, the random
background charges lead to unacceptably wide distribu
of the Coulomb blockade thresholds and Coulomb block
barrier heights.3

Another way is to use the threshold-like dependence
the conventional Fowler–Nordheim tunneling. The proble
is that in this case there is no sharp threshold, and a
consequence the ratio of the retention and write/erase ti
is not sufficiently large. The situation can be significan
improved by the use of the tunnel barriers of cres
shape7,28 so that not only the width but also the height of th
barrier decreases with the applied voltage. The crested
rier can be fabricated usingd-doping, composition grading
or layered structure.

We have studied the single-electron charging of
floating gate by Fowler–Nordheim tunneling using the fo
lowing simple ‘‘orthodox’’ model.1 The tunneling rateG
5I (Veff)/e is determined by the effective voltage

Veff5Vw2
e

2Cs
2

q02ne

Cs
, ~1!

whereVw is the contribution due to externally applied writ
erase voltage,n is the number of extra electrons on the floa
ing gate which changes during charging,q0 is the back-
ground charge, andCs is the storage floating gat
capacitance. For the ‘‘seed’’I –V curve I (V) we used the
model of Ref. 29 applied to the 4 nm/5 nm/4 nm trilay
crested barrier with parameters corresponding
n1Si/Si3N4 /AlN/Si/Si3N4 /n1Si. The inset in Fig. 1 shows
the classical recharging time~defined ast5CsV/I ) as a
function of the voltageV across the barrier.

Since the tunneling is a stochastic process, the numbn
of stored electrons after the application of voltageVw during
time tw , is random. So, after the external voltage is r

FIG. 1. Inset: the characteristic timet5CsV/I of the continuous charging
of a floating gate through 4 nm/5 nm/4 nm trilayer barri
n1Si/Si3N4 /AlN/Si/Si3N4 /n1Si. Main figure: the probability distribution
of the floating gate potentialVs after the charging, for several values of th
voltagee/Cs corresponding to a single electron at the floating gate:e/Cs

50.03 V ~dots!, 0.1 V ~squares!, 0.3 V ~diamonds!, 1 V ~crosses!, and 3 V
~triangles!. Symbols correspond to the floating gate background chargeq0

52e/2.
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moved, the potentialVs5(q02ne)/Cs of the floating gate
can be characterized by a probability distribution. Figure
shows numerically calculated distribution ofVs for Vw

510 V, tw5103t(Vw), and several values of the single
electron voltagee/Cs : 0.03 V ~dots!, 0.1 V ~squares!, 0.3 V
~diamonds!, 1 V ~crosses!, and 3 V~triangles!. The symbols
correspond to the background chargeq052e/2 while the
lines show the probability densities after the averaging o
randomq0 ~normalized in a way that the lines go through t
symbols!.

One can see that the probability distribution is relative
narrow whene/Cs is small, and in this case there is esse
tially no difference between the random and well-definedq0 .
The distribution width grows withe/Cs , and in the case
e/Cs;Vs the fluctuations are unacceptably strong for t
reliable information storage. The curve width continues
grow whene/Cs becomes larger than typicalVs of the clas-
sical charging. However, ifq0 is well-defined, the probability
distribution collapses into single well-predictable value
Vs . Moreover, the voltageVs in this case can be conside
ably larger than for smalle/Cs , that can be useful for the
readout. It is important that the effective voltage which d
termines the retention time isVs2e/2Cs ~less thanVs); so
for q052e/2, largee/Cs , and one stored electron~the up-
per triangle in Fig. 1! this voltage is exactly zero that ca
significantly improve the charge retention. The probability
a ‘‘dynamic’’ error due to finite write/erase timetw in the
symmetric one-electron case (q052e/2) decreases expo
nentially with tw , Pe5exp(2Gtw) where G21

5t(Vw)e/CsVw is determined by the full write voltageVw .
This is obviously an advantage13 in comparison with the cas
of small e/Cs , in which the voltage gradually decreases
the process of charging, gradually decreasing the char
rate.

This analysis shows that there are two preferable mo
of operation. Either the bit should be represented by m
(*10) electrons~then there is no need to controlq0) or it
should be just one electron~andq0 is well-controlled!, while
in the few-electron regime the fluctuations of the stor
charge are very strong. As one can see from Fig. 1, the t
cal voltagee/Cs in the one-electron regime should be abo
few volts that obviously suggests the use of single atom
‘‘floating gates’’ ~the randomness of location can be avoid
using self-assembly!. For single atoms the fluctuations ofq0

are naturally small since the chemical environment is w
defined.~Actually, for single atoms the ‘‘orthodox’’ theory
should be modified,30 and instead ofq0 fluctuations we need
to consider the variation of the electron affinity.! Using the
language more natural for atoms, the best caseq052e/2
corresponds to the impurity energy exactly at the Fe
level, so that both occupied and empty states are equ
stable. Notice that the use of single atoms can be easily c
bined with the idea of few-electron bit representation if fe
atoms~located sufficiently far from each other! per memory
cell are used.

IV. SET BACKGROUND CHARGE COMPENSATION

Now let us discuss the readout of the stored cha
There is an experimental evidence14 supported by the theo
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retical analysis31 that FET can be used for sensing the cha
at the size scale down to 10 nm. Another option~which
seems to be preferable only at the size scale below 10 nm! is
the use of SET. Besides the problem of low operation te
perature which will become less severe when the fe
nanometer technology is available, another principal prob
for integrated SET devices is the background cha
fluctuations.3,4 One proposed solution7 is the background-
charge-insensitive operation. Here we propose a different
lution.

The idea is to tune~compensate! individually the back-
ground chargeQ0 of each SET. From the first sight thi
seems impossible in an integrated circuit. However,
simple uniform architecture of the memory allows a loc
self-compensation procedure. Instead of tuning the ba
ground charge by the voltage applied to an extra gate~that is
typically used in present-day single-electron experimen!
we propose to use extra floating gate. Figure 2 shows
memory cell consisting of storage floating gate~it can be
replaced by single atoms as discussed earlier!, SET to sense
its charge, andQ0-compensating floating gate~CFG!. If the
dimensionless coupling between the CFG and the centra
land of the SET is about 0.1, then placing the proper num
of electrons on the CFG we can controlQ0 with the accuracy
of 0.1e that is sufficient for predictable readout from th
SET.

The CFG is charged by the Fowler–Nordheim tunneli
from the extra word line~see Fig. 2! and the amount of
charge is determined by the voltage applied between this
and bit lines connected to SET. The compensation proced
can be done in the following way. The storage floating gat
prepared in logical state 0, the SET is biased, and
ramp-up voltage is applied to one of the word lines~or both!.
The SET output performs oscillations, the phase of wh
carries information aboutQ0 . After amplification by a sense

FIG. 2. Single-electron memory cell with the SET readout using the ba
ground charge compensation. The information is stored as a charge o
upper floating gate and is read out by the SET consisting of two tun
junctions between the SET island and two bit lines. The SET backgro
charge is compensated by the charge of lower floating gate. Graded tu
barriers improve the Fowler–Nordheim charging of the floating gates fr
two word lines.
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amplifier connected to the bit line, this signal is used to
termine the proper magnitude of the voltage pulse to be
plied between compensating word line and bit lines~an it-
erative sequence of trials and tests can be useful!. The
compensating pulse should be applied to the bit lines to
low simultaneous compensation procedure for all cells c
nected to the same word line. Since the compensation pr
dure requires the charge erasure from the storage gate, i
naturally be combined with the information refreshing.

Besides the presence of the CFG and extra word line,
layout and the basic parameters of theQ0-compensated
single-electron memory are similar to that of backgroun
charge-insensitive memory of Ref. 7. In particular, the ro
temperature operation can also be achieved at;4 nm mini-
mum feature size (20 nm340 nm total area per cell!. The
important advantage in comparison with the backgrou
charge-insensitive memory is the possibility of nondestr
tive readout. This also implies the reduction of the sto
charge and/or coupling between the SET and storage g
because this charge reduced to the SET input should
longer correspond to several Coulomb oscillations but o
to a fraction of the period instead.

If the SET operates in the high-temperature ‘‘analo
regime (T;0.2e2/CS) then the destructive readout remai
the only reasonable option. The SET should be tuned to
most sensitive operation point of the control characteri
and the output SET current before and after the attempte
erasure should be compared. It is important that other S
connected to the same bit line are also biased and contri
to the current noise. The maximum numberM of SETs per
sense amplifier is determined by the bandwidth and acc
able signal-to-noise ratio, and in this case is comparabl
that of background-charge-insensitive memory, i.e.,M
;102. In the low-temperature regime (T&0.05e2/CS) the
current and noise from half-selected SETs~biased but not
selected by proper gate voltage! can be strongly suppresse
by the Coulomb blockade, so the SET can essentially ope
as a switch. This provides much better signal-to-noise r
and allows for a nondestructive readout as well as a sig
cant increase ofM in Q0-compensated single-electro
memory.

V. DEFECT-TOLERANT ARCHITECTURE

The architecture of the single-electron memory sho
obviously differ from that of conventional memory. First,
the SET is used for readout, then the relatively high out
impedance of the SET requires quite short local bit lines
order to reduce their charging time. Second, with the str
decrease of the feature size and possible use of the mole
electronics technology, one can expect the reduction of
yield per memory cell,32 so the architecture should be able
tolerate significant fraction of defects. We propose her
defect-tolerant memory architecture based on nanofuses
nanoshorts~which can be useful for any ultradense memor!.

The main idea is the local physical rerouting of the
~or word! lines in order to avoid defective cells. In contrast
the logic, the uniform memory organization allows us to t
each memory cell~of course, such testing can be done
-
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parallel for many cells!. For significant fraction of defects
any long bit line would contain defects. So only rejection
relatively small pieces of the line is possible and the arc
tecture should necessarily be local. A significant fraction
defects also makes it impossible to store the informat
about the defective cells and then switch the addresses
cally, since it could require storage space comparable to
total available memory. The problem can be solved by phy
cal rerouting of bit lines to replace relatively short defecti
pieces by good ones from local reserves. This is done o
during the testing procedure while from the outside~global
level of hierarchy! all the lines look nondefective.

Figure 3 illustrates the idea of rerouting. The cells a
organized in blocks of a relatively small sizek3(,1,a),
wherek3, cells are normally used whilek3,a cells are ‘‘in
reserve.’’ If during the testing a cell is found to be defectiv
the corresponding line ofk cells should be replaced by th
line from reserve. For this purpose we need two types
switches: nanofuses~which can be blown to disconnect th
line! and nanoshorts~which can connect lines!. Notice that
each switch is used at most once, so it can be a quite sim
and therefore reliable nanoscale device. The importanc
nanoswitches for any type of nanoelectronics has been
viously emphasized in Ref. 32 and the experimental progr
has been already reported.33,34

The blown nanofuse disconnects the defective line ok
cells; instead, the switched nanoshort connects another
of k cells to the same global bit line so that from outside t
addressing does not change. Since the global bit line sh
pass through much more thank cells, we either need to re
turn to the main bit line after the detour, switching anoth
nanofuse/nanoshort pair, or use the idea of localk-long
branches connected to the global bit line ‘‘in parallel.’’

The optimal values ofk, ,, and,a obviously depend on
the expected fractionp of defective memory cells. Notice
that the idea works even ifp is comparable to unity.~In this
case one can usek51, ,51, and sufficiently large,a;
210 lnp.) If in a bad luck case,a lines prepared for the
replacement are not sufficient for defect-free operation,
rerouting of a longer piece of the bit line can be used at
next level of hierarchy.

FIG. 3. The basic idea of local defect-tolerant architecture for sing
electron memory using nanofuses and nanoshorts. The short pieces
lines are rerouted by one-time switching of nanofuse-nanoshort pair
avoid defective cells, so that the lines look nondefective from outside.
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The switching of nanofuses and nanoshorts requires
tra wires for their selection, which are not discussed he
Also, we assumed perfect wires and nanoswitches. This
sumption seems to be reasonable, since the memory cel
more complex device and, hence, has much larger chanc
be defective. The rare defects of wires, nanofuses,
nanoshorts can be treated by conventional means.

VI. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have discussed various aspects of
single-electron memory operation. First, the analysis of
Fowler–Nordheim charging of a floating gate in a sing
electron regime shows that the most preferable mode of
eration is when two logical states differ by exactly one el
tron on a floating gate, which itself has the backgrou
chargeq052e/2. This suggests the use of single impur
atoms at the Fermi level as floating gates. Second, the op
tion of the single-electron transistors for memory readout
be significantly improved by using the propos
Q0-compensation procedure employable in integrated
sign. Third, the proposed defect-tolerant memory archit
ture based on nanofuses and nanoshorts can provide re
operation even in the case of significant fraction of defect
memory cells. Leaving aside the major present-day obst
for single-electron memory, which is the need for reliab
few-nanometer technology, the overall prospect of the de
opment of integrated single-electron memory within ne
10–20 years seems to be quite optimistic.
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